Abstract. Software requirements specification is a critical activity of the software process, as errors at this stage inevitably lead to problems later on in system design and implementation. The requirements are written in natural language, with the potential for ambiguity, contradiction or misunderstanding, or simply an inability of developers to deal with a large amount of information. This paper proposes a methodology for the natural language processing of textual descriptions of the requirements of an unlimited natural language and their automatic mapping to the object-oriented analysis model.
Introduction
The modeling of Software Engineering ideas, or, more precisely, the models and the modeling languages used in Object-Oriented (OO) software systems development, exerts a notable influence on the development and application of the natural language processing (NLP). On the one hand, there is OO software modeling which involves the identification of the things, or concepts, that are important in the environment where the system will function, i.e. the system's domain, and their abstraction as a domain model where the relations between the real-world things are abstracted as relationships between conceptual classes. On the other hand, there is the natural language (NL), which is the verbal form of the same mental modeling process of the human, throughout which those real-world things are arranged and connected. Analogies between OO modeling and NL can easily be noted. Naturally, the question arises, isn't the translation of NL into an OO model easy? In practice it is not, because the automated extraction of semantics from NL is difficult. To help with this process, we have the modeling language, which is positioned between the NL description and the OO programming language. It contains, and reflects, the creative process of formalization and modeling. This creative process is the bridge between NL and human thinking on the one hand, and between formal language (FL) and formal thinking on the other. The use of the modeling language no doubt shortens the distance between FL and NL, and is characterized by the following features: i) it breaks the problems down into smaller parts which are differentiated in their functions; ii) it uses formal representations such as schemas, diagrams and drawings, which are close to the thinking of the human, but more precise; iii) it includes ele-ments which have a direct analogy in NL -the actors, for example, constituting the subject of the sentence; iv) it includes NL description even when highly simplified and very formalized. Never before the appearance of unified modeling language (UML) [2] has the distance between NL specifications and FL been so close. The shortened distance becomes a stimulus in the search for new solutions in NLP, which could be used in any position on the way to translation of the software specification into a programming product.
The paper is organized as follows: The main research directions in this area are outlined in section 2. Our approach is presented in section 3, and illustrated in section 4 on a case study of the industrial importance. Finally, the conclusions and future work directions are outlined in section 5.
Related Work
Different approaches to the solution of similar problems are presented in the literature. Some methodologies [4] [7] are primarily concerned with a more simplified NL syntax, since in those cases the extraction of semantics was easier to achieve. A shortcoming of such systems is their limited applicability. Another approach is to process informal NL [1] [5][6] [8] . The shortcoming of this approach is the considerable effort required for translation of the NL description into a conceptual scheme, which is also a form that the problem-solver must have in mind.
We create a methodology for automated translation of NL specifications into an OO analysis model. Our research concerns the type of knowledge required, and how and to what degree it can be extracted, in order to build an OO analysis model. The novelty of our research consists in proposing a methodology for automatic formalization of software requirements written in unrestricted NL, which avoids the shortcomings described above. The method and its capabilities are introduced in the following section.
Basic Process Stages
The main objective of the software requirements specification phase is to understand the textual descriptions (requirements) and abstract the software to be built into an OO Analysis Model. Our approach imitates the human analysis process in that it divides the problem into parts to make it more easily understood; then, it collects the parts into a whole (which could be presented in different ways) from which it derives the solution to the problem.
Our method consists of three main processing parts: i) the Linguistic Component, in which the sentences in the text are analyzed; ii) the Semantic Network, built by the formal NL presentation; and iii) OO modeling, the final phase of the formal presentation of the specification, through which the knowledge and information included in the semantic network are transmitted to the OO analysis model's elements.
Linguistic Component
The job of the linguistic analyst is to find the parts of the speech and organize them in groups. A group is defined as a word or related words, which together perform one function. There are three functions (roles) in a sentence: Subject, Predicate and Object. We have created three groups corresponding to these roles -the subject group, the predicate group and the object group. We use the term 'group' rather than the term 'phrase' commonly found in the computer linguistics terminology because we give more functional meaning to the groups. The groups are combined at three levels, as shown in Figure 1 . The sentences are rewritten in tabular form, along with important semantic and syntactical information extracted from the requirements during their analysis (see section 4 for an illustration of this). We consider this tabular presentation to be a form of knowledge base, the size and content of which depend on the problem being solved. The original description remains unchanged. 
Semantic Network
We can use the knowledge extracted from the sentence and presented in tabular form (see section 3.1) to build a semantic network. The network gives us a complete image of the connections between the entities. During the construction of the network graphical presentation, the entities are abstracted as nodes, and the connections with which the entities participate in the entire text are presented as transitions. This construction is harder to build in the memory of the human (analyst) only by reading the text. The graphical elements that we use are shown in Figure 3 . The set of graphic elements in the semantic network can be added to, depending on the specifics of a given problem domain and the text being processed.
OO Model
The knowledge from the semantic network can easily be translated to the OO model. What is interesting in this model are the internal knots in the net, which apply to classes, and the connections within them, which apply to their properties and procedures. In our work, we adapt the various heuristics proposed in [2] [3] [12] for finding the candidate classes and their relationships.
An example of the automatic translation of software specifications into an OO model using the proposed methodology is presented in the following section.
Case Study on Real-Time Reactive Systems: Robotics
The methodology is intended for unlimited text specification and text-interview (see example in [11] ). However, because of the space limitations of this article, we will solve the following short example [9] .
"An assembly unit consists of a user, a belt, a vision system, a robot with two arms, and a tray for assembly. The user puts two kinds of parts, dish and cup, onto the belt. The belt conveys the parts towards the vision system. Whenever a part enters the sensor zone, the vision system senses it and informs the belt to stop immediately. The vision system then recognizes the type of part and informs the robot, so that the robot can pick it up from the belt. The robot picks up the part, and the bell moves again. An assembly is complete when a dish and cup are placed on the tray separately by the arms of the robot."
The text specification in tabular form is introduced in Figure 2 . Note how convenient this tabular presentation is, in that it breaks down the description into clear parts, which can be found quickly and manipulated. We build the semantic network according to clearly defined rules using the graphic elements described in Figure 3 .
We consider the semantic network carefully. Within it, there are two relations that express structures: an "assembly unit" and a "part". They participate in the relations "consists of" and "is a kind of". We chose these for classes, together with their subclasses. We assign the procedures to classes according to clearly defined rules, and we obtain the class diagram shown in Figure 4 . These classes are obtained through automated processing. With clarity, completeness and precision, the schemes give the analyzer enough information for verification and correction, if needed.
Evaluation of the Results and Future Work
The proposed methodology is tested through various examples taken from publications detailing similar systems [3] [4] [7] [8], which automatically translate an NL requirement into a formal model, most often an OO-class diagram. References [9] and [10] use another type of formalism for OO modeling, but their final results are no different from ours. Moreover, there is no indication of imprecision or incompleteness, which would result from the analysis of the NL description of the specification. The appropriately chosen formal presentation of NL, together with the extra extracted semantic information, offers possibilities for other models, too; for example, the usecase diagram, time-sequence diagrams of real time, activity diagram and state diagram. These models will be included at a later stage.
